


To Dust
Eternity Is Waiting

Shawn Thomas

The crew of the Paladine, on a trading run to a remote  
outpost,  pick  up  a  transmission  from  the  lost  ship  
Janus,  last  seen  orbiting  the  holy  planet  of  Salim.  
Captain Sternbridge diverts his mission to give help to  
Captain Dupris and his stranded research crew. What  
the Paladine and her crew gave was more than they  
expected.
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Shawn Thomas To Dust

Signal Received
“Comm check.”
The screen on the communications console flickers and scrolls 

to life, cracking out a distant voice over the muted, pulsing thrum 
of the engines.

“Communications check. Pelex Shipping Fleet Control to 
Paladine. Copy, Paladine.”

Captain James Sternbridge raises a thick eyebrow as he looks 
up from his shift reports. He leans over the arm of his chair 
toward navigator Lok Anderss expectantly. “Delarosa is sorting 
out affairs in crew quarters. Be a dear and answer that, will you?”

Anderss unbuckles, pushes himself across the bridge and 
swipes his fingers over the comms panel to review some stats. 
“Paladine to Pelex Shipping Fleet Control, we copy. Strong 
signal.” He twists a pixelated knob to test the instrument 
calibrations, “Green lights all down the board. Telemetry is check. 
Over.”

“Roger. Keep tabs on that sideband modulation. We're noticing 
dropouts on telemetry feed.”

“Roger,” parrots Anderss.
“Current time planet-side is 902 Terran Universal. Next check-

in at 1600. Fleet Control Pelano out.”
“Merchant ship Paladine out.”
Sternbridge stuffs a vaporizer into his mouth, “I appreciate 

your prompt attention, Anderss,” he drawls, looking bored and as 
anxious as ever; another trading run among the hundreds in his 
career. “Now then, what's our position and mission status?”

Anderss sails back over to his navigation console to strap in 
and review the mission parameters, tracing out the parabolic 
plots, course corrections, gravitational wells, and distance to 
destination. “On course with minimal deviation for the Tred 
Far'sen outpost. ETA 70 hours, 22 minutes at projected impulse 
acceleration schedule.”
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“Thank you, Lok.” Sternbridge smooths back his peppered hair 
and inhales from his vaporizer as he steals a cold-eyed glance at 
the infinite nothingness outside the bridge windows. The view is 
empty yet littered with chaotic white dots that give the eye no 
information without the benefit of instruments. Exhaling into the 
recirculator, he brings his gaze back to the infinitely more 
informative and ordered pattern of white dots in the form of a 
shift report strapped to his lap.

“All straightened out belowdecks, Captain!” Craz Delarosa 
blusters, filling the bridge with his voice as he shoots through the 
bulkhead to his chair. “Bosun has his crew cleaning the air filters. 
I don't know who broke the waste recovery station without 
reporting it, but that shit was everywhere. Bosun Mandolay was 
angry about it, of course.”

“Thank you, first mate, but Abel will be fine. That's his crew's 
job. What did Staren say about it?”

“Chief Engineer Kliese spent a half hour fidgeting with the 
hoses but found the stoppage. He swears he'd post a camera to 
track everybody's usage if we didn't have exhibitionists on the 
crew who'd love to do nothing more than to spoil his day with a 
lack of eyebleach.”

Sternbridge catches his breath off-guard and laughs, belching 
out a cloud of vapor. He waves the recirculator through the cloud 
in an attempt to reclaim the ghost of his composure before it 
reaches the equipment panels.

The communications panel chirps and buzzes again, flashing 
bright red to demand attention. “Mayday signal detected. Mayday  
signal detected.” Delarosa clears his eyes as he silences the 
droning alarm to analyze the message.

The panel's glare illuminates the remaining vapor cloud in 
Sternbridge's field of view, filling his view of the sky with 
sanguine light. “Red sky in morning, sailor's warning,” he 
murmurs.
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“Sir, picking up a distress call of low power; appears to be in 
this region of the planetary system. One moment while I locate,” 
Delarosa squints as he swipes through screens of icons and charts. 
“Message appears to be coming from the desert planet Salim. 
Message will be onscreen shortly.”

A display slides up to cover part of the real nothingness in the 
window with the artificial somethingness of a thin man standing, 
waist up, with arms anchored on an unseen control desk. The 
image is frozen mid-sentence, a pensive look of fear on the man's 
face. Delarosa punches the playback controls as the video artifacts 
stabilize.

“...are damaged. I repeat. I am Syd Dupris, captain of the 
research ship Janus chartered by Pelano Polytechnic. We are on a 
research mission at the planet of Salim and have become stranded 
in the dust cloud in its orbit. We have received heavy impacts 
from the debris and our hull and engines are damaged. Your 
assistance is requested.”

“Log that message, first mate. Send to Fleet Control for 
analysis immediately.”

“Aye-aye.” Delarosa drags the file to the Fleet Control inbox, 
shooting it piece by piece through the ship's parabolic antenna, 
across the black chasm of nothingness, to the deep space radio 
buoys orbiting the home world of Pelano.

* * *

Reroute
“It is the determination of the Pelex Shipping Chief and the 

Pelano Dock Master that you intervene in the recovery and rescue 
of the ship and crew of the Janus. According to the ship manifest 
logged by Pelano Polytechnic, Captain Dupris had a crew of 52 
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souls aboard and classified research equipment that must be 
retrieved.”

“Had?” Sternbridge queries. “Why the past tense?”
“The Janus was reported missing three years ago. Subsequent 

search missions failed to find her. It's a wonder you picked up her 
transmission. Your merchant run is hereby belayed by the Dock 
Master while you divert your course to locate the Janus and assist 
her in any way possible. We will reach out to the trade contact at 
Tred Far'sen to inform them of your conscription.”

Sternbridge looks at his crewmen to read their faces. They 
won't be getting their cut of the transport job, he thinks, but they 
understand that if no one else will help the Janus, then the Janus 
is doomed. Merchant code. They definitely understand. He fixes 
his attention on the face in the display. “Acknowledged, Fleet 
Control. The Paladine is hereby conscripted to the search and 
rescue of the Janus effectively immediately.”

“Thank you, Captain Sternbridge and crew of the Paladine. 
Godspeed on your mission. Over.”

“Paladine over and out.” He waves off the comm link and 
turns to his crew. “Anderss, bring us about astern and plot the 
deceleration profile and course correction to bring us into orbit 
around Salim.”

“Aye.”
“Delarosa, coordinate with Kliese and Mandolay to have the 

crew prepare the ship for passengers and equipment. We will be 
docking with the pressurized gangplank to transfer crew and 
materials. Prep the infirmary in case they have injuries.”

“Aye!”
Anderss places his fingers on his console screen, grabs the 

throttle lever, and moves it to full stop, cutting power to the main 
engines. Alerts ring out throughout the ship. He strokes the 
controls for the maneuvering thrusters, themselves pulsing and 
popping under layers of thrust control circuitry to swing the ship 
around end-over-end to face the opposite direction. It's a motion 
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that makes even the most seasoned airmen sick to their stomachs 
if they're not expecting it. “Ship brought astern, sir. Plotting 
course correction now.”

Delarosa grabs his forehead. “God, it's a good day to be 
strapped in the bridge and not floating at the aft of the ship,” he 
drolls.

“Deceleration profile and course correction plotted, captain. 
ETA to Salim is 5 hours, 10 minutes with a peak fuel rate of 63% 
maximum load.”

“Acknowledged, navigator. Begin sequence.”
Anderss taps a red button on his screen and the ship hull 

groans like a slow banshee, a hungry beast, a yawning demonic 
whale as the engines burn again in modulated pulses, pushing a 
fiery cloud of plasma out of the ship's stern straight into the 
direction of inertial movement, slowing the ship and changing its 
course. Iridescent waves spread to the sides and reach outward to 
stream and coil along the sides of the ship, reaching the bridge 
and bow in a conical shockwave of charged particles. The fire 
covers everything; the windows are filled with a charged helium 
purgatory, a man-made image of Hell itself.

* * *

Fairy Tales
“Dammit, Abel, get your men in there and assemble those 

bunks,” Staren Kliese spits, floating in from engineering. “We're 
an hour out from orbit and those survivors aren't going to sleep in 
boxes.”

“You just make sure the life support is working.” Bosun Abel 
Mandolay bristles at Kliese's barked orders. “I'm sitting on those 
guys to get it done; that's what I do. They're dragging their asses 
because they're just...superstitious.”
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Staren points a finger at Abel, using his other hand to stabilize 
himself on a handhold. “Have you been telling them your ghost 
stories again?”

“The story of Salim is no ordinary ghost story. Have you 
forgotten your cultural history?”

“Like everything else, it's bullshit--”
Able interrupts, “Pelanese tribal lore tells us Salim is the 

destination of the dead, where all the good souls go in the 
afterlife.”

“Yeah, I remember that fairy tale,” Staren remarks. “They told 
it to us in school to keep us in line, what with all those do-good 
be-good tales. They'd put on masks and point up at the sky every 
damn year on the Hölwegen holiday when the orbits of both 
planets aligned.”

“Right. And on that day, all the souls would ascend.”
“Fairy tale!”
“Well my crew believes it, and they believe we shouldn't be 

going. Neither do I. We don't even know how the Janus got 
clearance to go to Salim in the first place. Isn't it forbidden?”

“Interplanetary treaty, sure. Preservation site. But for the 
Janus? I hear they have some top secret equipment onboard. 
Research expedition. That stuff's above our pay grade, so it's not 
for us to know. I certainly don't care. Now, you go do your job 
and I'll go do mine. Dig?” Staren squints his eyes, then pushes off 
toward Engineering.

Abel sighs, screws down his hat and heads into the cargo pod 
to check on his crew's progress.

* * *
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Dust Jacket
“Sir, we're picking up trace amounts of dust in the engine 

nozzles.”
“Thank you, Anderss. Full stop. Bring her around a-head and 

coast in on maneuvering thrusters.”
“Aye.” Anderss flips the ship around so the planet is visible in 

the windows.
“Tell me you have a fix on the location of the Janus, first 

mate.”
Delarosa furls his forehead as he scrutinizes the scanners, 

searching for metallic echo returns among the debris, anything 
that would indicate the whereabouts of the lost ship. To his 
surprise, his radio picks up the chirp of a locator beacon, faint and 
brief. He zooms in the scanners to narrow the search. “Bingo. 
Scanner signature is roughly the shape of a Merit class ship. 
Found her. She's adrift around the 6° parallel coming up aport 
near the horizon.”

“Good. Intercept course, navigator.”
“Aye.”
“First mate, see if you can hale them.”
“Looks like they're already haling us. One moment.” Delarosa 

taps a button. “Onscreen.”
A man appears on the screen. “Greetings, passer-by, and 

welcome to Salim! I am Captain Syd Dupris of the stranded 
Janus, and as the captain, please allow me to thank you for 
responding to our distress call.”

“Greetings, Captain Dupris. I am Captain James Sternbridge of 
the merchant ship Paladine. We received your distress call and 
have been conscripted to your rescue. Our sources tell us you 
have 52 crew and some special equipment that need evacuation.”

“Yes! Well, most of that is true. We lost some of our crew to a 
hull breach. Our engineering section is depressurized and we are 
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adrift in the thickest part of the debris cloud. Do take care to 
shield your engines.”

“Acknowledged. We are within scanning range of your 
location and are inbound on maneuvering thrusters. Do you have 
any advice on ingress into this dust cloud?”

“Yes. Watch out.”
A faint pattering of dust strikes the skin of the hull. It sounds 

like a handful of dry soil thrown at the windshield of a speeding 
car.

“We hear that. We also hear your ship was reported missing 
three years ago--”

“Has it been that long?” Dupris interjects. “Remind me to tell 
you the story when I come over.”

“I look forward to that. Paladine continuing inbound. Over.”
Dupris smiles. “Yes! We await your arrival! Janus over and 

out.”
A small pebble and a handful of sand strike the hull from the 

opposite direction. It makes a ping in the pressurized atmosphere 
on the inside of the metal shell.

Anderss evaluates the dust cloud. “This debris follows no 
particular direction, like it's wandering in some unseen eddy 
currents. That's...unusual. Some of it flows with the rotation of 
Salim itself, suggesting standard planetary formation theories, but 
most of it isn't moving in any particular direction at all, like it's 
moving on its own.”

Sternbridge fixes his gaze on the shiny speck of the stranded 
Janus. “Asteroid impacts? Microgravity? Brownian motion? 
Doesn't matter now. Just keep us heading through the clearest 
spaces in the cloud and get us to that ship.”

More dust strikes. A few more stones clatter. Several more 
pings reverberate through the hull.

* * *
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Safe
“Bossman, what of Salim?”
Abel looks at his crewman. “What of it? It means 'safe', 

'undamaged'.”
“Yes, I know that. But we shouldn't be here. It's bad luck to 

arrive to Heaven before our time. Isn't that why Salim is off 
limits? Out of respect for the dead?”

“The Janus is stranded. We're here out of respect for the 
living.”

“Yes, but what is the Janus doing here?”
“I don't have that answer.” Abel moves his end of the bunk 

frame and motions to his crewman, “move your end left and latch 
it in there.”

Snapping frame into place, “got it. That's the last frame in this 
pod. They'll rest well here.”

“You boys carry on to the next pod. I'm going to prep the mess 
hall.”

“Aye, Bosun.”
More chunks of debris, bigger and more solid, strike the hull. 

They make a ping on the inside and a spark on the outside. “This 
is a bad debris cloud,” Abel murmurs. Agreeing with his 
crewman's words, “Bad luck indeed.”

* * *

Hunter
Somewhere outside of the safety of the ship, a stony, 

amorphous piece of debris the size of a suitcase floats and spins. 
Its trajectory is curved and warped as it passes by other stony, 
amorphous pieces of debris. It's a random dance of gravitational 
pulls that keep these stony, amorphous pieces of debris trapped in 
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this shell of a dust cloud around Salim. It renders the planet 
practically impenetrable. Safe from interference. Free from the 
touch of mankind.

The stony, amorphous piece of debris arcs toward a smaller 
stony, amorphous piece of debris that can't get out of the way in 
time. They smack into each other, splitting the smaller piece of 
debris into two shooting halves and dislodging chunks of the 
larger debris in the process. Where once were two whole stones 
are now twenty-two partial stones and a puff of pulverized dust. 
The impact sends sparks flying into the direction of impact.

Were there an atmosphere to carry it, you would hear a faint 
shrieking sound.

* * *

Jets
“Mind the debris impacts, bridge!” Kliese shouts into the 

intercom. “We're taking some major hits to the engineering 
section.”

“The debris appears to be drawn to the aft of the ship.” 
Anderss swiftly checks the view around the ship while he dodges 
a cluster of stones. “They're definitely swirling around our bow 
and circling back to your section.”

Kliese looks over his panels and his mind clicks on. “The 
magnetic plasma containment field!” he blurts out. He pushes 
toward the engine control to stop the trickling flow of fusible fuel. 
Before he crosses the deck, a solid chunk of stone smacks into the 
hull, pulverizing itself and shooting a beam of energy through the 
ship, a beam that screams through the atmosphere inside, ionizing 
everything in its path like a shrieking neutrino. The burning beam 
vectors a blast through Kliese's forearm. “AH! Fuck!” Kliese 
jerks back from the pain as more stones impact the hull. More 
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beams, more shrieks, more near hits. Kliese lunges for the control 
panel, stops the fuel flow, and spins around to slam on the 
emergency failsafe button to quench the magnetic containment 
coils. A sizzling flash of cryogenic fluid vents into the vacuum of 
space. All fusion has stopped. The magnetic containment field 
collapses. The major debris impacts subside.

Kliese grabs his arm and inspects the burn damage. He wraps 
it with a bandage from the medkit and switches on the intercom. 
“Fusion ceased, Captain. The engines are cold. The containment 
field was pulling those fuckers in. I've sustained minor injuries.”

“Quick thinking, engineer. Maybe they should've had you on 
the Janus. That was probably what did her in. But I'm glad that 
you're still with us.”

“Thank you, sir. I'm heading to the shipping pods to continue 
working on life support there.”

“Carry on.”

* * *

Mess
Abel Mandolay checks the mess supplies. Carbs, proteins, 

snacks, liquids. Anything that would sustain a crew of refugees 
during the three days to the nearest outpost. The mess hall is dark 
now that the reactor has gone cold; the ship is running on backup 
fuel cells, so lighting is minimal, which in this case is fine. Live 
on a ship long enough, you know her curves and spaces.

He scans through a storage compartment containing bags of 
dehydrated vegetables when a particularly large piece of debris 
smacks into the hull near the mess hall. He hears a shrieking ping 
from his right as a silver packet of light beams its way through 
mess and slows down. The ping decelerates to a scream, then a 
yell, then a loud voice shouting a curse in an old language. A 
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partial transparent image of a tribal warrior with empty hands and 
bloody war dress appears in the middle of the room. Able blinks 
twice, looks away, and looks back. It is still floating there, 
flickering, staring at him. The visage picks up its mangled hand, 
points toward the direction of Salim and vanishes in a trail of 
sparks.

Within the span of a minute that seems to take hours, Abel 
sails through the bulkhead of the bridge to report the encounter. 
“Sir! There was a man on this ship! Well, he wasn't here, but then 
he was, and then he wasn't!”

“What are you getting at, bosun?!”
“He just appeared and then disappeared. I was in mess, a stone 

hit the hull, he appeared and then gone!”
Sternbridge examines Mandolay's face to see if he's finally 

cracked. “Abel, we are on a rescue mission into the thickest part 
of a debris cloud, we're sustaining damage, and you want to tell 
us ghost stories?”

“But sir--”
“Bosun Mandolay, get your wits. We need you to tend to more 

pressing matters. Can you do that?”
“But--”
“Can you do that?!”
“Aye, captain.”
“Get belowdecks and check on the refugee quarters.”
Wordlessly, Abel pushes through the bulkhead and down 

through the decks to the storage pods. Sternbridge stifles a laugh, 
but Delarosa commits his full belly to the hysteria and roars loud 
enough for the rest of the bridge crew. Anderss smiles, but keeps 
his eyes on the navigation panels, pushing the ship through the 
meandering debris.

“Anderss, what is our ETA?”
“Twenty minutes, sir.”
“Delarosa, hale the Janus please.”
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“One moment, sir.” A few seconds later, “Onscreen.”
“Janus actual, this is Paladine actual. Over.”
“Yes, Captain Sternbridge,” Dupris raises his eyebrows. “What 

is your position?”
“We are twenty minutes from docking if this debris will allow. 

Where is your docking port? We will extend a pressurized 
gangplank for crew egress.”

“If you aim yourself for the bow end of our midship, you will 
find it there. We can't wait to see you. Over.” Dupris leans on his 
unseen control panel and smiles.

“Roger. Prep your crew and equipment for transfer. Over.”
“Over and out.” Dupris' image disappears and is replaced by a 

moving map of stones.

* * *

Slammed
The former fragments of a large stone, now a handful of 

smaller stones, smacks into the hull of the hallway near the 
storage pods. Pings ring and sparks fly. Gun shy from his burn, 
Kliese ducks and pushes himself between all four of the walls 
heading toward the pods to finish rigging the life support hoses. A 
large stone impacts the storage pod wall; its beam shoots through 
the bulkhead control panel of the storage pod, shorting it out. The 
bulkhead actuator comes to life and slams the door shut, trapping 
Mandolay's work crew inside the pod while they assemble bunks.

Kliese pushes off at full speed toward the smoking bulkhead 
panel. Inside the pod he can hear the crew screaming, beating on 
the bulkhead door to escape.

Mandolay floats down the hall to the pod. “What's wrong, 
Staren?”
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“One of those god-damn rocks hit the hull and shorted out the 
bulkhead control panel. Fucker's fried. Your men are inside the 
pod.”

“We gotta get them out!” Abel opens a tool locker to retrieve a 
pry bar.

“I'm trying,” grunted Kliese.
“What happened to your arm?”
“Minor injury. One of those fucking stones zapped me.” Kliese 

taps on the panel; no activity.
“There's something in those impacts,” Abel buzzed. “Did you 

hear a scream? See anything? One of those beams hit mess and 
appeared to me as a tribal warrior.”

Kliese pries open an access panel under the lock mechanism 
and reaches in for the manual override. “Dammit, Abel, there you 
go again with your god damned ghost stor--”

A large stone crashes into the hull, shooting a lightning bright 
beam through the cabin. Where once was one whole human are 
now two hundred smaller pieces of Chief Engineer Staren Kliese.

* * *

Meeting
“Steady on, navigator!”
“I'm trying, sir, but these clusters of debris seem to be altering 

their course on a whim.”
“That's not possible, Anderss. It's simple gravitation, nothing 

more. Delarosa, man that particle cannon and try to keep the 
larger debris from making a hole in our hull.”

“Aye!” Delarosa flies over to the fire control panel to clear a 
path for the Paladine.

Sternbridge snaps on the ship intercom. “Mandolay, Kliese, get 
that pressurized gangplank prepped for crew egress.” He waits a 
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few beats for a response. “Mandolay? Kliese? Crew 
acknowledge!”

Delarosa interrupts his real-life game of Asteroids. “Shall I 
scare them up, sir?”

“Negative, first mate. You man that cannon. Cut some of this 
flak!”

“Aye!” Craz Delarosa dials up his reflexes and remembers his 
term at the aeronautic academy, racking up high scores on the 
battle simulators. But this is a debris field, these stones are not 
supposed to move like a simulated enemy fleet, and he's much 
older now. Out of practice. Some stones slip through his 
crosshairs simply because they behave more randomly than he 
expects. Heavy stones smack into the hull, popping the air with 
pings, sparks, and shrieks.

Dupris hales the Paladine. “Sternbridge, you are within visual 
range, I see!”

“Dupris,” Sternbridge gasps, “you weren't bullshitting about 
this heavy debris.”

“Of course. I wouldn't lie about this debris cloud. It took 
everything important to me. My mission, my research, my ship, 
my crew. This was to be an amazing research mission. We were 
on to something so big, something so wonderful. See that 
beautiful surface of that pristine planet? Never touched!”

Sternbridge screws up his eyebrows. “I'm afraid I don't copy, 
Dupris. Repeat?”

Mandolay shoots through the bridge bulkhead from 
belowdecks and screams, “Sir! Kliese is dead!”

Sternbridge spins his chair around just as a massive stone gets 
past the defense cannon and smacks into the topside of the bridge 
hull. A bright silver packet of light shrieks into the cabin and 
slows to a shouting stop. The transparent image of Dupris appears 
at the front of the bridge. “Perhaps if I came closer,” Dupris 
reverberates, “you would hear me better.”
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Delarosa's reflexes, in full tension, snap him instantly across 
the bridge from his post. “Intruder on deck!” He draws a weapon.

“Stand down and man that cannon!”
Dupris waves a hand and a massive stone crashes into the front 

of the bridge, shooting a screaming beam directly at Delarosa, 
instantly eviscerating him into a red cloud of wet parts that sail 
toward the cabin floor and stick in place. The remaining crew 
shouts in wide-eyed shock.

“The purpose of my mission,” Dupris deadpans, picking his 
transparent fingernails, “was to ferry the Polytechnic research 
crew to Salim. They wanted to study its formation, figure out why 
this cloud exists. But that failed. It failed because they didn't 
believe. But I believed. And I believe more, now, that the true 
purpose of my mission is to get to Heaven.”

Anderss blinks as his hands hover not over his controls, but 
over his face.

“I believe,” breathed Mandolay.
Sternbridge regains his composure and looks Dupris square in 

the eyes. “Heaven? Heaven?! You mean Salim? But you're here 
already!”

“NO!” Dupris shouts. “This dust cloud is not Heaven. This is 
not Salim. This is Sheol! It is purgatory, punishment, damnation. 
It is Hell! Salim is down there, untouched, undisturbed. Nobody 
gets to Salim except through Sheol, except through millenia of 
floating here, getting crushed, getting your soul torn apart, 
pulverized by this debris cloud.”

Sternbridge clenches his fists in rage. Anderss cups his face in 
disbelief. Mandolay clasps his hands in prayer.

Dupris continues, “through this abrasion all sins are broken 
down and you end up a fragmented shadow of your former self. 
With any luck, your soul gets caught in the planet's gravity and 
settles, particle by particle, on its sandy surface. Eternal peace. 
Heaven.” Dupris waves his right hand through the air, and the 
debris cloud in front of the Paladine moves aside, clearing a path 
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to the Janus. “But I don't have the patience for eons of abuse, 
Captain Sternbridge. The purpose of your mission now is to push 
me to Salim.”

Sternbridge jumps out of his chair toward the ceiling. “You 
cannot have my ship, you son of a bitch!”

“Of course I can.” Dupris sweeps three fingers to the center of 
the bridge. More stones smack into the hull, shooting silver 
beams, the loosened souls of the dead, through the thruster control 
panel, shorting its controls and jamming the thrusters into half 
speed. The Paladine lurches toward the midship section of the 
Janus.

“When I learned that I could control these weaker souls, I 
gained their power. My crew, you see, their total sacrifice gave 
me a head start. The more souls I claimed, the stronger I grew 
until I could regain enough of my ship to spark up the fuel cells, 
send out distress calls, and turn on the locator beacon when you 
came near. So it worked! You are here to help me!”

Sternbridge screams, “Over my dead body!”
“That can be arranged sooner rather than later,” Dupris 

demures.
Anderss spots a movement on his proximity map and sees a 

large stone arcing toward the ship, destined to where Sternbridge 
is floating. “No!” He launches from his chair to push his captain 
out of the way. The impact's bolt of lightning hammers through 
the bridge and Lok Anderss vaporizes instantly. A third new stone 
forms outside the hull of the ship and drifts away.

Mandolay, still at the bulkhead, goes slack and mumbles, “It's 
true. The stories, the prophesies, all true. All true.”

The Paladine careens unchecked toward the Janus now, 
moments from impact. Nothing can stop her except the hulking 
mass of the Janus itself.

“This was the plan, James Sternbridge,” Dupris drolls. “This 
was always the plan. I've been waiting alone for so long I almost 
can't bear to go alone and leave you here. But with your help, I'll 
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be down there soon to rest with every soul that has ever lived. So 
I do appreciate the push start. This was a fine tugboat you piloted 
here. Catch up with me when your dust eventually settles on 
Salim. First round is on me.”

Sternbridge claws his hands through the air for a handhold, 
finding a railing to kick off from. “Get off my ship, you 
motherfucker!” he screams as he lunges directly at the wavering 
image of Dupris.

A giant stone crashes into the cabin windows where 
Sternbridge is grabbing at empty air. The beam's light is so bright, 
so hot, the captain disappears in a flash of plasma that jets back 
out through the busted windows with the blast of cabin 
atmosphere. The cleared passage collapses. Boulders crash 
through the hull, shooting fire, debris, metal, insulation, and 
cabling through every empty volume of space as the Paladine 
punches right into the Janus' center of gravity. The Paladine's 
skin breaks, her spine fractures, her shape warps and bristles with 
the dust of a two million formerly interlocking parts. The cargo 
pods rip loose and drift through the debris cloud. All souls aboard 
the Paladine, all of the believing, all of the unbelieving, are now 
the long-term residents of Sheol, damned to bounce and grind and 
disintegrate into dust for millenia.

Dupris stands alone behind the depressurized deck window of 
the Janus and smiles. He is going home with his ship. An army of 
stones follow in her wake and stop as she breaks through the edge 
of the dust cloud. She begins her descent into a decaying orbit 
around Salim. The stones pause for a few beats before turning 
back to gravitate toward the stranded mass of the Paladine and 
disappear forever into crushing anonymity.

* * *
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Patience
Somewhere inside of the safety of the Paladine, a stony, 

amorphous piece of debris the size of a suitcase floats and spins. 
Its trajectory is curved and warped as it passes through the 
engineering compartment where it entered. The engine sits ice 
cold, its tanks of cryogenic fuel completely vented. A warning 
indicator flashes and glows unmonitored on its control panel. The 
stone floats and spins down the dark corridor and gets tangled in a 
nest of hoses and cables before rolling out by its own angular 
momentum, bouncing on the walls to push itself further forward. 
It passes by other stony, amorphous pieces of debris that have let 
themselves aboard via the bulkheads that previously opened to 
storage pods. It bounces on the deck and scrapes a line of sparks 
through a rust-colored human stain, exposing molecules of alloy 
metal that haven't been seen since the decking was forged. The 
stone curves through midship and clatters up the ladder by 
happenstance to the topside hallway. Lights flicker and emit a thin 
buzz in the rarefied puffs of air that weakly jet from the 
atmosphere generators. Life support lives longer than life itself.

A pocket of gravel slaps against the hull as the stony, 
amorphous piece of debris drifts through the bulkhead of the 
bridge and bumps into the frozen, swollen remains of Abel 
Mandolay, months dead, pushing the body at rest toward the 
communications panel to bounce against its screen. The panel 
flickers and scrolls to life. The stony, amorphous piece of debris 
bounces around the cabin and eventually settles into the captain's 
empty chair as a stream of stones strike the hull, sending 
energized beams of light through the communication panel's 
keypad, triggering the keys. All this would pass for a random 
chain of events if it weren't for the ordered pattern of dots 
accumulating on the panel's screen. New patterns are joining old; 
assembling, not disintegrating. Their faint cumulative glow holds 
a flickering knife edge to the neck of chaos.
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One by one, the stones impact the hull, dislodging their spirit 
energy in straight vectors through the keypad to add to the pattern 
of dots on the screen.

“M-A-Y” they begin. “D-A-Y”
They slowly continue. “Paladine stranded. Orbit Salim. 

Engines damaged.” the message drones on, character by 
character.

“Send repair crews.”
The stony, amorphous piece of debris lodges itself under the 

arm of the captain's chair and waits as the parabolic antenna pops 
online, channeling a message from the dust cloud out into the 
black chasm of nothingness.
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